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I am a student in the Global Management French programme and I decided to go on exchange on the 

recommended fifth semester. I have prior knowledge in French (C2-level) but I have never been in 

France more than twice, which is why I decided to do my exchange there. 

 

About Bordeaux 

Out of the broad choice of schools and cities which SBS has partnerships with, I chose KEDGE 

Bordeaux after doing research on each city offered. Bordeaux is very lively city in the South-West of 

France, an hour bus ride from the Atlantic Ocean. It’s the world’s capital of wine! The city itself is 

small enough to be able to reach everything important by foot (if you live in the city centre), but it is 

big at the same time. You have the right bank of the river Garonne (where there is nothing much 

except hip bars and cultural events), Talence (where the school is located) and many more place 

outside of Bordeaux city centre. One of the strengths of Bordeaux is to be able to reach the ocean 

with amazing surfing possibilities and huge sandy beaches (as in Lacanau for example). One other 

important aspect of being in Bordeaux is the vineyards, chateaux’s, and other amazing wine districts 

close by. 

Bordeaux is a city full of students. I wouldn’t be able to count the number of students and different 

schools there. There are around 80 000 students and you can feel it. It’s a small city crowded with 

bars and restaurants, you can hear music from apartments round the clock! It’s a good opportunity if 

you want to experience the student life that your fellow students from Uppsala or Lund are talking 

about. The city itself is built in the characteristic stone-white colour and it’s a very low city in terms of 

height. Building are maximum 3 floor high (sometimes 4). There are squares hidden everywhere, 

with bars, restaurants and cafés and it’s extremely cute. Bordeaux feels like walking around in a town 

from the Middle-Ages, it’s amazing. 

 

Where to live? 

I stated earlier that Bordeaux is a small city (compared to Stockholm or Paris) because everything is 

accessible by foot but I would say it’s important where you live. I would recommend living 

somewhere between Saint Nicolas and Quinconces. These are stops on the tramline B, which is the 

tram you will take to school. I had several friends who lived outside of the city (near the school) and 

you have to rely on taxi to get home during the night then. During the day it’s less of a problem 

because in 15 min you can be in city centre. It might not sound like much but you could walk from 

Victoire to Hôtel de Ville in 15 mins; that’s pretty much the whole city centre. 

I wouldn’t recommend relying on the school for getting you an apartment. They totally forgot about 

me (don’t expect anything to work in France/KEDGE, I will come back to this). There is a great 

website called www.lacartedescolocs.com if you want to look for a shared flat with other people. I 

would also recommend www.leboncoin.fr (French Blocket). Remember though that signing contracts 

for living in France is the most terrible experience you will have. They usually won’t let you sign for 

one semester and they will try to make you sign contracts where you are obliged to pay if you leave 

the housing earlier etc. This doesn’t apply to everyone, you just have to be careful. Most importantly: 

Don’t send money in advance! 

I would recommend www.airbnb.com for most people. You don’t have to sign these incredibly long 

contracts, you’re insured and you can contact your host easily. It might look more expensive at first 

http://www.lacartedescolocs.com/
http://www.leboncoin.fr/
http://www.airbnb.com/
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sight but if you book for longer time the price usually drops. You could also contact the host and see 

if you can arrange it for your longer stay. 

Expect housing to cost from 450€ - 650€ per month. This is for shared flats, studios, houses. 

 

Transportation 

Transportation in Bordeaux is done mostly through the Tram (lines A, B and C). The school is located 

at a stop called Doyen Brus from where you have to walk 10 minutes to get to the school. This is why 

I earlier recommended to live on the line B. Prepare yourself in time for school because the trams are 

always packed with people and it’s absolutely common that you have to let some trams pass in the 

morning because you can’t fit. When it comes to the buses I’m just going to say one thing: they never 

come on time ever. They are great ways of transportation but they come randomly so don’t rely on 

the timetable if you have to go somewhere. Price of the transportation card is approximately 35€ per 

month. You have to create this card (with a photo of you) at on the stores (e.g. at Quinconces or the 

Train station). 

 

Cost of living 

Transportation card (35€), housing (450€ - 650€), parties and event (10€-25€ per event), food is 

similar to Sweden, eating out is a bit cheaper but lunches are around 10€-15€, note also that a 

Cheeseburger at McDonald’s costs you 2€, wine is extremely cheap compared to Sweden (1€-10€ / 

bottle), beer (1,50€ in stores, 7€-10€ in bars). 

I wouldn’t say that Bordeaux is cheaper that Stockholm, but I would say that you get better quality 

for what you pay. This is valid for the location, the quality of the food etc… 

 

Education 

You are taken care of the first weeks by their Buddys, the Melting Potes. You will receive e-mails 

from them often and they will always be there for you, the whole exchange period. 

KEDGE Business School is a so-called Grande École, students are paying for this school. The school 

was built 2014 but it’s still under construction (prepare yourself to see workers during the day 

drilling). The students have also in majority done a prépa (2 years of general preparation) and are 

joining the 3rd year of Bachelor’s (L3 in France). This means they have no prior knowledge of Business 

Administration but they’re already in their last year of Bachelor’s. After that comes 2 years of 

masters (M1 and M2). 

For the first time for SBS students they put us this year in M1 directly because the level has been too 

low when entering L3 for exchange students. At KEDGE we were a part of the Master in Management 

programme and the course system is divided in a way that you choose 6 courses worth 5 ECTS each. 

This whole system of choosing courses is pure hell because many students don’t get what is desired 

and is very often buggy. 

When the courses finally start you will see that it’s divided into 10 * 3h lectures. The lectures are 

interactive where the teachers want the students to interact with each other or the teacher. 

Attendance is also mandatory and prepare yourself to be locked out of class if you are late. No school 

books are offered because there is mostly nothing to read (if there is something, it’s handed out as 

PDF by the teacher). 
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The level is generally very low compared to SBS and you will see that students mostly attend classes 

because of the mandatory attendance. You can easily study some days before the exam the 

PowerPoint of the teacher. Many teachers don’t allowed computers or phones in class to take notes, 

so prepare going back to the 70s. I also attended one Excel-course where we were 45 students in 

their largest computer room with 20 computers and they refused to let us charge our own laptops in 

class. 

As stated earlier, each semester is divided into 3 cycles and each cycle you do 6 courses (5 ECTS 

each). The first two cycles are normal but the third cycle you have to choose 2 weeks (out of 4) which 

you will do your courses. This means that the two last courses are studied in 1 week each. The result 

is terrible: 08:45 – 18:30 every day for two weeks in a row. This is because you have to have the 30h 

teacher-led lectures but in one week. In the syllabus it’s also stated that you have to study/read 100h 

yourself at home for these courses, but it’s not even possible. Don’t trust the syllabus, several times 

it’s not even the correct one on their website. 

In short: prepare to not study for 2 months and then to sit for 2 weeks in very easy courses too. Enjoy 

and travel. 
 

Additional info 

As soon as there is a problem with something you have to contact some administration. Things will 

never work out well and you will spend countless of hours trying to solve it. This is true for 

everything: no internet in school for 2 weeks, wrong courses, no water at home, transportation 

problems etc. 

I wouldn’t recommend signing up for a French phone contract since you can use your Swedish one 

for free in EU. I wouldn’t open a French bank account either because your semester will be over by 

the time they open it for you. 

The European Union insurance card grants you the same healthcare as French citizens. This means 

that you have to pay approximately 30% and the rest is covered by the state. 

In July 2017 a new TGV line was opened: Bordeaux – Pairs and in 2 hours you can visit the capital of 

France, which is beautiful. 


